MARIA RECOMMENDS - FALL 2020 HIGH
SCHOOL
There are so many amazing books published each fall season, and this is my list of best new fiction and graphic
novels for high school. There are so many great themes and a wide variety of diverse titles, but if you don’t find
what you’re looking for, check out our search feature. You can find lots of other categories, themes and lists on
our website. This list is organized first by new fiction and then by new graphic novels. I’m always happy to talk
about great books, so please email me maria@tinlids.ca or call me anytime!
[For more themed lists, please check our Lists Page, or create your own using our search function.]

ALL TOGETHER NOW
By: HOPE LARSON | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9780374313654 | Price: $14.00
GRAPHIC NOVEL CHILDREN'S
All Together Now is New York Times bestselling author and illustrator Hope Larson's pitch-perfect graphic novel
follow-up for fans of All Summer Long, music lovers, and anyone navigating the ups and downs of friendship.
Middle-schooler Bina is having the best time playing in her new band with her friends, Darcy and Enzo. But both
the band and her friendships begin to crumble when Darcy and Enzo start dating, effectively relegating Bina to
third-wheel status. To make matters worse, Bina's best friend, Austin, starts developing a crush on her . . . one she is
not sure she reciprocates. Now Bina must follow her heart. Can she navigate its twists and turns before the lights
come up and the music starts playing?

LONG WAY DOWN GRAPHIC NOVEL
By: JASON REYNOLDS | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781534444959 | Price: $19.99
GRAPHIC NOVEL CHILDREN'S | Theme(s): #BlackLivesMatter, Gangs, Written in Verse
Jason Reynolds’s Newbery Honor, Printz Honor, and Coretta Scott King Honor–winning, #1 New York Times
bestselling novel Long Way Down is now a gripping, galvanizing graphic novel, with haunting artwork by Danica
Novgorodoff. Will’s older brother, Shawn, has been shot. Dead. Will feels a sadness so great, he can’t explain it. But
in his neighborhood, there are THE RULES: No. 1: Crying. Don’t. No matter what. No. 2: Snitching Don’t. No
matter what. No. 3: Revenge Do. No matter what. But bullets miss. You can get the wrong guy. And there’s always
someone else who knows to follow the rules…
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HOW IT ALL BLEW UP
By: ARVIN AHMADI | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780593202876 | Price: $19.19
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): LGBTQ2S+, Muslim, Diversity
Eighteen-year-old Amir Azadi always knew coming out to his Muslim family would be messy--he just didn't think it
would end in an airport interrogation room. But when faced with a failed relationship, bullies, and blackmail,
running away to Rome is his only option. Right? Soon, late nights with new friends and dates in the Sistine Chapel
start to feel like second nature... until his old life comes knocking on his door. Now, Amir has to tell the whole truth
and nothing but the truth to a US Customs officer, or risk losing his hard-won freedom.

GIRL GONE VIRAL
By: ARVIN AHMADI | Paperback
ISBN: 9780425289914 | Price: $11.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Science Fiction, Coding
For seventeen-year-old Opal Hopper, code is magic. She builds entire worlds from scratch- Mars craters,
shimmering lakes, any virtual experience her heart desires. But she can't code her dad back into her life. When he
disappeared after her tenth birthday, leaving only a cryptic note, Opal tried desperately to find him. And when he
never turned up, she enrolled at a boarding school for technical prodigies and tried to forget. Until now. Because
WAVE, the world's biggest virtual reality platform, has announced a contest where the winner gets to meet its
billionaire founder. The same billionaire who worked closely with Opal's dad. The one she always believed might
know where he went. The one who maybe even murdered him. What begins as a small data hack to win the contest
spirals out of control when Opal goes viral, digging her deeper into a hole of lies, hacks, and manipulation. How far
will Opal go for the answers--or is it the attention--she's wanted for years?

COME ON IN
By: ADI ALSAID | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781335146496 | Price: $19.19
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Diversity, Immigration
With characters who face random traffic stops, TSA detention, customs anxiety, and the daunting and inspiring
journey to new lands...who camp with their extended families, dance at weddings, keep diaries, teach ESL...who
give up their rooms for displaced family, decide their own answer to the question "where are you from?" and so
much more... Come On In illuminates fifteen of the myriad facets of the immigrant experience, from authors who
have been shaped by the journeys they and their families have taken from home--and to find home.

DOUBLE OR NOTHING
By: BROOKE CARTER | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9781459823815 | Price: $8.76
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Crime, Drugs & Addiction, Twins, Gambling
When a teenage genius descends deeper into a gambling addiction, her twin sister becomes embroiled in her
dangerous game.
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SURPRISING POWER OF A GOOD DUMPLING
By: WAI CHIM | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781338656114 | Price: $20.79
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Asian Heritage, Chinese, Mental Health & Wellness, Romance
An authentic novel about growing up in a migrant Asian family with a mother who is suffering from a debilitating
mental illness. Anna Chiu has her hands full. When she's not looking after her brother and sister or helping out at her
father's restaurant, she's taking care of her mother, whose debilitating mental illness keeps her in bed most days. Her
father's new delivery boy, Rory, is a welcome distraction and even though she knows that things aren't right at home,
she's starting to feel like she could be a normal teen. But when her mother finally gets out of bed, things go from bad
to worse. And as her mother's condition worsens, Anna and her family question everything they understand about
themselves and each other. The Surprising Power of a Good Dumpling is a heart-wrenching, true-to-life exploration
through the often neglected crevices of culture, mental illness, and family. Its strong themes are balanced by a
beautiful romance making it a feel-good, yet important read.

LOST BOOK OF THE WHITE
By: CASSANDRA CLARE | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781481495127 | Price: $23.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Fantasy
Life is good for Magnus Bane and Alec Lightwood. They're living together in a fabulous loft, their warlock son,
Max, has started learning to walk, and the streets of New York are peaceful and quiet--as peaceful and quiet as they
ever are, anyway. Until the night that two old acquaintances break into Magnus's apartment and steal the powerful
Book of the White. Now Magnus and Alec will have to drop everything to get it back. They need to follow the
thieves to Shanghai, they need to call some backup to accompany them, and they need a babysitter. Also, someone
has stabbed Magnus with a strange magical weapon and the wound is glowing, so they have that to worry about too.
Fortunately, their backup consists of Clary, Jace, Isabelle, and newly minted Shadowhunter Simon. In Shanghai,
they learn that a much darker threat awaits them. Magnus's magic is growing unstable, and if they can't stop the
demons flooding into the city, they might have to follow them all the way back to the source--the realm of the dead.
Can they stop the threat to the world? Will they make it back home before their kid completely wears out Alec's
mom?

THROWAWAY GIRLS
By: ANDREA CONTOS | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781525303142 | Price: $15.19
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Mystery, Thriller
A timely edge-of-your-seat thriller from a debut writer to watch. Caroline is only three months from her great escape
— leaving behind her rigid prep school and the parents who think they can convert her to being straight — when her
best friend, Madison, goes missing. There’s no question that Caroline will get involved in the investigation. After
all, she has her own reasons for not trusting the police, and she owes Madison big time. But Caroline uncovers a
wider mystery as she follows the clues, with other missing girls and no one on the case. Why isn’t anyone looking
for these girls? And what’s the connection between them and Madison? Could it be . . . Caroline herself?

DAUGHTERS OF JUBILATION
By: KARALEE CORTHRON | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781481459501 | Price: $20.79
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Anti Racism, #BlackLivesMatter, Diversity
From the award-winning author of The Truth of Right Now comes a stunning, grounded fantasy in the vein of Dread
Nation that follows a black teen as she finds her place among a family of women gifted with magical abilities. In the
Jim Crow South, white supremacy reigns and tensions are high. But Evalene Deschamps has other things to worry
about. She has two little sisters to look after, an overworked single mother, and a longtime crush who is finally
making a move. On top of all that, Evvie’s magic abilities are growing stronger by the day. Her family calls it
jubilation—a gift passed down from generations of black women since the time of slavery. And as Evvie’s talents
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waken, something dark comes loose and threatens to resurface… And when the demons of Evvie’s past finally shake
free, she must embrace her mighty lineage, and summon the power that lies within her.

ALL THIS TIME
By: MIKKI DAUGHTRY | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781534466340 | Price: $19.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Romance, Death & Grieving
From the team behind #1 New York Times bestseller Five Feet Apart comes a gripping new romance that asks: Can
you find true love after losing everything? Kyle and Kimberly have been the perfect couple all through high school,
but when Kimberly breaks up with him on the night of their graduation party, Kyle’s entire world upends—literally.
Their car crashes and when he awakes, he has a brain injury. Kimberly is dead. And no one in his life could possibly
understand. Until Marley. Marley is suffering from her own loss, a loss she thinks was her fault. And when their
paths cross, Kyle sees in her all the unspoken things he’s feeling. As Kyle and Marley work to heal each other’s
wounds, their feelings for each other grow stronger. But Kyle can’t shake the sense that he’s headed for another
crashing moment that will blow up his life as soon as he’s started to put it back together. And he’s right.

LEGENDBORN
By: TRACY DEONN | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781534441606 | Price: $19.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Diversity
After her mother dies in an accident, sixteen-year-old Bree Matthews wants nothing to do with her family memories
or childhood home. A residential program for bright high schoolers at UNC-Chapel Hill seems like the perfect
escape--until Bree witnesses a magical attack her very first night on campus. A flying demon feeding on human
energies. A secret society of so called "Legendborn" students that hunt the creatures down. And a mysterious
teenage mage who calls himself a "Merlin" and who attempts--and fails--to wipe Bree's memory of everything she
saw. The mage's failure unlocks Bree's own unique magic and a buried memory with a hidden connection: the night
her mother died, another Merlin was at the hospital. Now that Bree knows there's more to her mother's death than
what's on the police report, she'll do whatever it takes to find out the truth, even if that means infiltrating the
Legendborn as one of their initiates. She recruits Nick, a self-exiled Legendborn with his own grudge against the
group, and their reluctant partnership pulls them deeper into the society's secrets--and closer to each other. But when
the Legendborn reveal themselves as the descendants of King Arthur's knights and explain that a magical war is
coming, Bree has to decide how far she'll go for the truth and whether she should use her magic to take the society
down--or join the fight.

GREATS
By: DEBORAH ELLIS | Hardcover Canadian
ISBN: 9781773063874 | Price: $15.16
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Suicide, Inter-Generational
In this short, fable-like story, Deborah Ellis comes at the timely and difficult issue of child suicide with restraint,
compassion, and freshness, as the grandfathers overcome their own fraught histories to help their grandson, who in
the end is aided by the appearance of a wondrous giant rodent, busy enjoying her own return to earthly existence.
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HUSH
By: DYLAN FARROW | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781250235909 | Price: $20.79
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
Seventeen-year-old Shae has led a seemingly quiet life, joking with her best friend Fiona, and chatting with Mads,
the neighborhood boy who always knows how to make her smile. All while secretly keeping her fears at bay... Of
the disease that took her brother's life. Of how her dreams seem to bleed into reality around her. Of a group of justice
seekers called the Bards who claim to use the magic of Telling to keep her community safe. When her mother is
murdered, she can no longer pretend. Not knowing who to trust, Shae journeys to unlock the truth, instead finding a
new enemy keen to destroy her, a brooding boy with dark secrets, and an untold power she never thought possible.

DREAMING IN COLOR
By: MELANIE FLORENCE | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9781459825864 | Price: $8.76
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Anti Racism, Indigenous, Prejudice & Racism, Social Justice
In this high-interest novel for teen readers, a young teen is thrilled when she gets into art school but shocked to learn
that some students feel she doesn't belong there.

THEY WISH THEY WERE US
By: JESSICA GOODMAN | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780593114292 | Price: $19.19
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Thriller, Suspense
In Gold Coast, Long Island, everything from the expensive downtown shops to the manicured beaches, to the
pressed uniforms of Jill Newman and her friends, looks perfect. But as Jill found out three years ago, nothing is as it
seems. Freshman year Jill's best friend, the brilliant, dazzling Shaila Arnold, was killed by her boyfriend. After that
dark night on the beach, Graham confessed, the case was closed, and Jill tried to move on. Now, it's Jill's senior year
and she's determined to make it her best yet. After all, she's a senior and a Player--a member of Gold Coast Prep's
exclusive, not-so-secret secret society. Senior Players have the best parties, highest grades and the admiration of the
entire school. This is going to be Jill's year. She's sure of it. But when Jill starts getting texts proclaiming Graham's
innocence, her dreams of the perfect senior year start to crumble. If Graham didn't kill Shaila, who did? Jill vows to
find out, but digging deeper could mean putting her friendships, and her future, in jeopardy.

EVENTIDE
By: SARAH GOODMAN | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781250224736 | Price: $19.60
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Ghosts, Thriller
Wheeler, Arkansas, 1907. When her father descends into madness, Verity Pruitt and her little sister Lilah find
themselves uprooted from New York, on an orphan train to rural Arkansas. In Wheeler, Lilah is quickly adopted by
the town's beloved schoolteacher--but Verity is not. Willing to do anything to stay close, she pawns herself off as a
farmhand, but even charming farm boy Abel Atchley can't completely distract her from the sense that something is
not quite right in this little town. Strange local superstitions abound, especially about the eerie old well at the center
of the forest. The woods play tricks, unleashing heavy fog and bone-chilling cold...and sometimes visions of things
that aren't there. But for Verity, perhaps most unsettling of all is the revelation that her own parents have a
scandalous history in this very town. And as she tries to unearth the past, sinister secrets come with it--secrets that
someone will go to violent lengths to protect.
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HERO
By: MICHAEL GRANT | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780062467911 | Price: $10.80
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
The mind-blowing conclusion to the Monster trilogy and the final installment in the Gone series from science fiction
and fantasy master Michael Grant is perfect for superhero and Stephen King fans alike. Now available in paperback.
After the fall of Perdido Beach dome, a new set of humans developed mutant powers from the rock infected with
alien virus. They are the Rockborn Gang: Dekka, Shade, Cruz, Malik, Armo, and Francis. With their superpowers,
they have defended the earth from other rockborn who used their powers for evil, like Dillon Poe. When another
rock carrying the virus strikes New York, a new foe, Bob Markovic, rises with a horrifying and nearly unstoppable
ability. Markovic's unending ambition and lack of a moral compass made him unbearable before the virus. And that
was before he was a swarm of plague-ridden insects, with the power and means to take over the city--and maybe the
world. As the Rockborn Gang try to defeat their latest villain, they will find themselves on morally gray grounds and
have to make tough decisions if they want to save the world. In this pulse-pounding finale to the saga more than ten
years in the making, Michael Grant delivers an unforgettable conclusion while asking: What does it take to be a
hero?

36 QUESTIONS THAT CHANGED MY MIND ABOUT YOU
By: VICKI GRANT | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9780762498499 | Price: $11.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Romance
Inspired by the real psychology study popularized by the New York Times and its "Modern Love" column, this
contemporary YA is perfect for fans of Eleanor and Park. Two random strangers. Two secrets. Thirty-six questions
to make them fall in love. Hildy and Paul each have their own reasons for joining the university psychology study
that asks the simple question: Can love be engineered? The study consists of 36 questions, ranging from "What is
your most terrible memory?" to "When did you last sing to yourself?" By the time Hildy and Paul have made it to
the end of the questionnaire, they've laughed and cried and lied and thrown things and run away and come back and
driven each other almost crazy. They've also each discovered the painful secret the other was trying so hard to hide.
But have they fallen in love? Told in the language of modern romance--texting, Q&A, IM--and punctuated by Paul's
sketches, this clever high-concept YA is full of humor and heart. As soon as you've finished reading, you'll be
searching for your own stranger to ask the 36 questions. Maybe you'll even fall in love. White Pine 2019 nominee.

NIGHT SHINE
By: TESSA GRATTON | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781534460775 | Price: $21.59
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
An orphan girl must face untold danger and an ancient evil to save her kingdom’s prince in this lush, romantic
fantasy perfect for fans of Girls of Paper and Fire and Tess of the Road. How can you live without your heart? In the
vast palace of the empress lives an orphan girl called Nothing. She slips within the shadows of the Court, unseen
except by the Great Demon of the palace and her true friend, Prince Kirin, heir to the throne. When Kirin is
kidnapped, only Nothing and the prince’s bodyguard suspect that Kirin may have been taken by the Sorceress Who
Eats Girls, a powerful woman who has plagued the land for decades. The sorceress has never bothered with boys
before, but Nothing has uncovered many secrets in her sixteen years in the palace, including a few about the prince.
As the empress’s army searches fruitlessly, Nothing and the bodyguard set out on a rescue mission, through demonfilled rain forests and past crossroads guarded by spirits. Their journey takes them to the gates of the Fifth Mountain,
where the sorceress wields her power. There, Nothing will discover that all magic is a bargain, and she may be more
powerful than she ever imagined. But the price the Sorceress demands for Kirin may very well cost Nothing her
heart.
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BLACK KIDS
By: CHRISTI HAMMONDSREED | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781534462724 | Price: $19.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): #BlackLivesMatter, Social Justice , Anti Racism
Los Angeles, 1992. Ashley Bennett and her friends are living the charmed life. It's the end of senior year and they're
spending more time at the beach than in the classroom. They can already feel the sunny days and endless
possibilities of summer. Everything changes one afternoon in April, when four LAPD officers are acquitted after
beating a black man named Rodney King half to death. Suddenly, Ashley's not just one of the girls. She's one of the
black kids. As violent protests engulf LA and the city burns, Ashley tries to continue on as if life were normal. Even
as her self-destructive sister gets dangerously involved in the riots. Even as the model black family façade her
wealthy and prominent parents have built starts to crumble. Even as her best friends help spread a rumor that could
completely derail the future of her classmate and fellow black kid, LaShawn Johnson. With her world splintering
around her, Ashley, along with the rest of LA, is left to question who is the us? And who is the them?

DISPLACED
By: DEAN HUGHES | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781534452329 | Price: $20.79
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Syria, Refugee, Immigration
In this gripping and eye-opening novel, two Syrian refugee teens trying to make a living on the street corners of
Beirut must decide how far they’re willing to go to make a home for their family in an unwelcoming country.
Thirteen-year-old Hadi Toma and his family are displaced. At least that’s what the Lebanese government calls them
and the thousands of other Syrian refugees that have flooded into Beirut. But as Hadi tries to earn money to feed his
family by selling gum on the street corner, he learns that many people who travel the city don’t think they’re
displaced—they think that they don’t belong in this country either. Each day he hears insults, but each day he
convinces himself they don’t matter, approaching the cars again and again. He hardly dares to dream anymore that
this might change. But then Hadi meets Malek, who has been instructed to work on the same corner. Malek, who
talks about going to school and becoming an engineer. But Malek is new to the streets, and Kamal, the man who
oversees many of the local street vendors, tells Malek he must work the corner…alone. And people who don’t
follow Kamal’s orders don’t last long. Now Hadi is forced to make a choice between engaging in illegal activities or
letting his family starve. Can the boys find a way out of their impossible situation, or will the dream of something
greater than their harsh realities remain stubbornly out of reach?

YEAR SHAKESPEARE RUINED MY LIFE
By: DANI JANSEN | Hardcover Canadian
ISBN: 9781772601213 | Price: $11.16
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): LGBTQ2S+
Alison Green, desperate valedictorian-wannabe, agrees to produce her school's production of A Midsummer Night's
Dream. That's her first big mistake. The second is accidentally saying Yes to a date with her oldest friend, Jack, even
though she's crushing on Charlotte. Alison manages to stay positive, even when her best friend starts referring to the
play as "Ye Olde Shakespearean Disaster." Alison must cope with the misadventures that befall the play if she's
going to survive the year. She'll also have to grapple with what it means to be "out" and what she might be willing to
give up for love.

YOU SHOULD SEE ME IN A CROWN
By: LEAH JOHNSON | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781338503265 | Price: $19.19
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Diversity, LGBTQ2S+
Liz Lighty has always done her best to avoid the spotlight in her small, wealthy, and prom-obsessed midwestern
high school, after all, her family is black and rather poor, especially since her mother died; instead she has
concentrated on her grades and her musical ability in the hopes that it will win her a scholarship to elite Pennington
College and their famous orchestra where she plans to study medicine--but when that scholarship falls through she is
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forced to turn to her school's scholarship for prom king and queen, which plunges her into the gauntlet of social
media which she hates and leads her to discoveries about her own identity and the value of true friendships.

GODDESS IN THE MACHINE
By: LORABETH JOHNSON | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781984835925 | Price: $19.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Science Fiction
Bound for humanity's new colony planet, seventeen-year-old Andra wakes up from a cryogenic sleep 1,000 years
later than scheduled, forcing her to navigate an unfamiliar planet where technology is considered magic and its
practitioners revered as deities.

HAND ON THE WALL
By: MAUREEN JOHNSON | Paperback
ISBN: 9780062338129 | Price: $10.80
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Murder
New York Times bestselling author Maureen Johnson delivers the witty and pulse-pounding conclusion to the Truly
Devious series as Stevie Bell solves the mystery that has haunted Ellingham Academy for over 75 years. Now
available in paperback. Ellingham Academy must be cursed. Three people are now dead. One, a victim of either a
prank gone wrong or a murder. Another, dead by misadventure. And now, an accident in Burlington has claimed
another life. All three in the wrong place at the wrong time. All at the exact moment of Stevie's greatest triumph . . .
She knows who Truly Devious is. She's solved it. The greatest case of the century. At least, she thinks she has. With
this latest tragedy, it's hard to concentrate on the past. Not only has someone died in town, but David disappeared of
his own free will and is up to something. Stevie is sure that somehow--somehow--all these things connect. The three
deaths in the present. The deaths in the past. The missing Alice Ellingham and the missing David Eastman.
Somewhere in this place of riddles and puzzles there must be answers. Then another accident occurs as a massive
storm heads toward Vermont. This is too much for the parents and administrators. Ellingham Academy is evacuated.
Obviously, it's time for Stevie to do something stupid. It's time to stay on the mountain and face the storm - and a
murderer.

SHINE
By: JESSICA JUNG | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781534462519 | Price: $19.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Diversity, Asian Heritage, Korean
Crazy Rich Asians meets Gossip Girl by way of Jenny Han in this knock-out debut about a Korean American teen
who is thrust into the competitive, technicolor world of K-pop, from Jessica Jung, K-pop legend and former lead
singer of one of the most influential K-pop girl groups of all time, Girls Generation. What would you give for a
chance to live your dreams? For seventeen-year-old Korean American Rachel Kim, the answer is almost everything.
Six years ago, she was recruited by DB Entertainment—one of Seoul’s largest K-pop labels, known for churning out
some of the world’s most popular stars. The rules are simple: Train 24/7. Be perfect. Don’t date. Easy right? Not so
much. As the dark scandals of an industry bent on controlling and commodifying beautiful girls begin to bubble up,
Rachel wonders if she’s strong enough to be a winner, or if she’ll end up crushed… Especially when she begins to
develop feelings for K-pop star and DB golden boy Jason Lee. It’s not just that he’s charming, sexy, and ridiculously
talented. He’s also the first person who really understands how badly she wants her star to rise. Get ready as Jessica
Jung, K-pop legend and former lead singer of Korea’s most famous girl group, Girls Generation, takes us inside the
luxe, hyper-color world of K-pop, where the stakes are high, but for one girl, the cost of success—and love—might
be even higher. It’s time for the world to see: this is what it takes to SHINE.
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PORCUPINE OF TRUTH
By: BILL KONIGSBERG | Paperback
ISBN: 9781338715835 | Price: $11.19
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): LGBTQ2S+
The Stonewall Book Award-winning novel from the author of The Bridge, Openly Straight, and Honestly Ben
Words like 'brilliant' are so overused when praising novels--so I won't use that word. I'll just think it. -- Benjamin
Alire Sáenz, author of Aristotle and Dante Discover the Secrets of the Universe Undeniably human and
unforgettably wise, this book is a gift for us all. -- Andrew Smith, author of Grasshopper Jungle Carson Smith is
resigned to spending his summer in Billings, Montana, helping his mom take care of his father, a dying alcoholic he
doesn't really know. Then he meets Aisha Stinson, a beautiful girl who has run away from her difficult family, and
discovers a secret regarding his grandfather, who disappeared without warning or explanation decades before.
Together, Carson and Aisha embark on an epic road trip to try and save Carson's dad, restore his fragmented family,
and discover the Porcupine of Truth in all of their lives.

BRIDGE
By: BILL KONIGSBERG | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781338325034 | Price: $20.79
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Mental Health & Wellness, Suicide, LGBTQ2S+
Two teenagers, strangers to each other, have decided to jump from the same bridge at the same time. But what
results is far from straightforward in this absorbing, honest lifesaver from acclaimed author Bill Konigsberg. Aaron
and Tillie don't know each other, but they are both feeling suicidal, and arrive at the George Washington Bridge at
the same time, intending to jump. Aaron is a gay misfit struggling with depression and loneliness. Tillie isn't sure
what her problem is -- only that she will never be good enough. On the bridge, there are four things that could
happen: Aaron jumps and Tillie doesn't. Tillie jumps and Aaron doesn't. They both jump. Neither of them jumps. Or
maybe all four things happen, in this astonishing and insightful novel from Bill Konigsberg.

WATCH OVER ME
By: NINA LACOUR | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780593108970 | Price: $19.19
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Ghosts
Mila is used to being alone. Maybe that's why she said yes. Yes to a second chance in this remote place, among the
flowers and the fog and the crash of waves far below. But she hadn't known about the ghosts. Newly graduated from
high school, Mila has aged out of the foster care system. So when she's offered a teaching job and a place to live on
an isolated part of the Northern California coast, she immediately accepts. Maybe she will finally find a new home-a real home. The farm is a refuge, but it's also haunted by the past. And Mila's own memories are starting to rise to
the surface.

BUTTERFLY YELLOW
By: THANHH LAI | Paperback
ISBN: 9780062229229 | Price: $10.80
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): #OwnVoices, War/Children and War, Diversity
In the final days of the Vi?t Nam War, H?ng takes her little brother, Linh, to the airport, determined to find a way to
safety in America. In a split second, Linh is ripped from her arms--and H?ng is left behind in the war-torn country.
Six years later, H?ng has made the brutal journey from Vi?t Nam and is now in Texas as a refugee. She doesn't
know how she will find the little brother who was taken from her until she meets LeeRoy, a city boy with big rodeo
dreams, who decides to help her. H?ng is overjoyed when she reunites with Linh. But when she realizes he doesn't
remember her, their family, or Vi?t Nam, her heart is crushed. Though the distance between them feels greater than
ever, H?ng has come so far that she will do anything to bridge the gap.
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GIRL WHO WAS CONVINCED BEYOND ALL REASON
By: SYBIL LAMB | Paperback
ISBN: 9781551528175 | Price: $15.16
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
A visionary young-adult illustrated novel about Eggs, a homeless girl who knows how to fly. In a rusted unnamed
city full of five-dollar hotels and flea markets, a young homeless girl named Eggs is trying to make her way in the
world. She's shy and bold at the same time, and wary of strangers, but she is convinced beyond all reason that she
can fly. And fly she does, from rooftop to rooftop, from chimneys to phone wires; she scurries up the sides of
buildings and sneaks into secret lairs. Eggs is a loner, but she makes two friends: Grack, who sells 100 different
kinds of hot dogs from his bicycle cart, and Splendid Wren, a punk rocker whose open window Eggs came crashing
through one night. Both Grack and Splendid Wren try their best to protect her, but Eggs meets her match when on a
cold night she swoops onto a rooftop and steals a warm jacket belonging to Robin, a neighbourhood baddie with
anger management issues. Can Eggs elude his wrathful revenge? Beguiling and otherworldly, The Girl Who Was
Convinced Beyond All Reason That She Could Fly is a fevered dream about a young girl's flights of fancy in order
to survive, and to thrive. Ages 14 and up. Full-colour throughout.

KINDER POISON
By: NATALIE MAE | Paperback
ISBN: 9781984835215 | Price: $19.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Historical Fiction
In the magical kingdom of Orkena, Zahru has long dreamed of a life beyond the desert, even though she knows her
lowly position as a stable girl who can commune with animals will never afford her such a luxury. All that changes
when the ailing ruler invokes an ancient tradition known as the Crossing. It's a death-defying race across the desert,
in which the first of his heirs to finish--and take the life of a human sacrifice at the journey's end--will ascend to the
throne and be granted unparalleled abilities. As preparations and celebrations commence, Zahru jumps at the chance
to experience a small taste of glamour by sneaking into the palace. But the minor indiscretion quickly turns into the
worst mistake of her life as she gets caught up in a feud between the heirs and is ultimately forced to become the
Crossing's human sacrifice. Zahru is left with only one hope for survival- somehow figuring out how to overcome
the most powerful people in the world.

HERE THE WHOLE TIME
By: VITOR MARTINS | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781338620825 | Price: $20.79
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Eating Disorder, Diversity, LGBTQ2S+, Body Image, Romance
The charm and humor of To All the Boys I've Loved Before meets Dumplin' in this body-positive YA love story
between two boys who must spend 15 days living with each other over school break. What would you do if you had
to spend the next 15 days with your lifelong crush? Felipe gets it -- he's fat. Not chubby. Not big-boned. Fat. And he
doesn't need anyone to remind him, which is, of course, what everyone does. That's why he's been waiting for this
moment ever since the school year began: school break. Finally, he'll be able to spend some time far away from
school and the classmates who tease him incessantly. His plans include catching up on his favorite TV shows,
finishing his to-be-read pile, and watching YouTube tutorials on skills he'll never actually put into practice. But
things get a little out of hand when Felipe's mom informs him that Caio, the neighbor kid from apartment 57, will be
spending the next 15 days with them while his parents are on vacation. Felipe is distraught because A) he's had a
crush on Caio since, well, forever, and B) Felipe has a list of body image insecurities and absolutely NO idea how
he's going to entertain his neighbor for two full weeks. Suddenly, the days ahead of him that once promised rest and
relaxation (not to mention some epic Netflix bingeing) end up bringing a whirlwind of feelings, forcing Felipe to
dive head-first into every unresolved issue he has had with himself -- but maybe, just maybe, he'll manage to win
over Caio, too.
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WHERE WE ARE
By: ALISON MCGHEE | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781534446120 | Price: $20.79
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Thriller
From New York Times bestselling author Alison McGhee comes a stunning and heartbreaking story of two teens
who fight to reunite when one of them is caught in the web of a sinister cult. Micah and Sesame are true best friends.
They safeguard each other’s secrets and share their dreams. Micah wants to save his parents from the cult leader
who calls himself “the Prophet.” Sesame recently lost the last of her own family—her grandmother—and plans to
keep a low profile until she turns eighteen to avoid foster care. Together, they never doubt they can build the futures
they want. Until Micah disappears. The Prophet has taken Micah, his parents, and the rest of his followers
underground. And trying to take on the Prophet in isolation, surrounded by his followers, proves to be a dangerous
mistake that leaves Micah hopeless and at the Prophet’s mercy. Sesame, left alone, is wracked with fear over what
could be happening to Micah. Never before have the two of them been so far apart—or needed each other more. But
their faith in each other never wavers, and that may just be enough to save them both.

THOSE WHO PREY
By: JENNIFER MOFFETT | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781534450967 | Price: $21.59
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Thriller
Sadie meets The Girls in this riveting debut psychological thriller about a lonely college freshman seduced into
joining a cult—and her desperate attempt to escape before it’s too late. College life isn’t what Emily expected. She
expected to spend freshman year strolling through the ivy-covered campus with new friends, finally feeling like she
belonged. Instead, she walks the campus alone, still not having found her place or her people so far away from
home. But then the Kingdom finds her. The Kingdom, an exclusive on-campus group, offers everything Emily
expected out of college and more: acceptance, friends, a potential boyfriend, and a chance to spend the summer on a
mission trip to Italy. But the trip is not what she thought it would be. Emily and the others are stripped of their
passports and money. They’re cut off from their families back home. The Kingdom’s practices become increasingly
manipulative and dangerous… And someone ends up dead.

CUBAN GIRL'S GT TEA & TOMORROW
By: LAURA NAMEY | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781534471245 | Price: $20.79
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Romance, Diversity
Love & Gelato meets Don’t Date Rosa Santos in this charming, heartfelt story following a Miami girl who
unexpectedly finds love—and herself—in a small English town. For Lila Reyes, a summer in England was never
part of the plan. The plan was 1) take over her abuela’s role as head baker at their panadería, 2) move in with her
best friend after graduation, and 3) live happily ever after with her boyfriend. But then the Trifecta happened, and
everything—including Lila herself—fell apart. Worried about Lila’s mental health, her parents make a new plan for
her: Spend three months with family friends in Winchester, England, to relax and reset. But with the lack of sun, a
grumpy inn cook, and a small town lacking Miami flavor (both in food and otherwise), what would be a dream trip
for some feels more like a nightmare to Lila…until she meets Orion Maxwell. A teashop clerk with troubles of his
own, Orion is determined to help Lila out of her funk, and appoints himself as her personal tour guide. From
Winchester’s drama-filled music scene to the sweeping English countryside, it isn’t long before Lila is not only
charmed by Orion, but England itself. Soon a new future is beginning to form in Lila’s mind—one that would mean
leaving everything she ever planned behind.
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EACH OF US A DESERT
By: MARK OSHIRO | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781250169211 | Price: $19.60
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Magical Realism
Xochitl is destined to wander the desert alone, speaking her troubled village's stories into its arid winds. Her only
companions are the blessed stars above and enigmatic lines of poetry magically strewn across dusty dunes. Her one
desire: to share her heart with a kindred spirit. One night, Xo's wish is granted--in the form of Emilia, the cold and
beautiful daughter of the town's murderous conqueror. But when the two set out on a magical journey across the
desert, they find their hearts could be a match... if only they can survive the nightmare-like terrors that arise when
the sun goes down.

YOU WERE NEVER HERE
By: KATHLEEN PEACOCK | Hardcover Canadian
ISBN: 9780063002517 | Price: $17.59
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Murder, Mystery, Thriller
A teen with an unusual gift is enmeshed in a small-town mystery. Mary Catherine “Cat” Montgomery is spending
her summer in exile after a disastrous incident with her closest friend, Lacey, leaves her isolated and humiliated. The
17-year-old New Yorker will stay with her Aunt Jet in Montgomery Falls, a tiny Canadian town where her family
once owned a successful mill, while her screenwriter father is in California. Cat hasn’t been here in five years, after
she and her childhood best friend, Riley, discovered the dead body of a young woman—as well as Cat’s ability to
sense things about others she couldn’t know otherwise just by touching their skin. When Cat arrives in Montgomery
Falls, she learns that Riley—whom she hasn’t spoken to since that long-ago summer—is now missing. Cat quickly
falls in with Jet’s charismatic 18-year-old boarder, Aidan, and his group of cinephile friends, but when Riley’s
disappearance is followed by another teen’s near death, Cat must call upon the psychic skill that has thus far
complicated her life. Peacock crafts a multilayered story chock-full of conflicts with family and friends that many
teens will relate to and a chilling mystery that will keep readers guessing. Most characters are assumed White. A
page-turner of a thriller with a smart, compelling heroine.

FORWARD ME BACK TO YOU
By: MITALI PERKINS | Paperback
ISBN: 9781250619907 | Price: $11.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Immigration, India
Katina King is the reigning teen jujitsu champion of Northern California, but she's having trouble fighting off the
secrets in her past. Robin Thornton was adopted from an orphanage in India and is reluctant to take on his
future.Robin and Kat meet in the most unlikely of places--a summer service trip to Kolkata to work with survivors
of human trafficking. As bonds build between the travel mates, Robin and Kat discover that justice and healing are
tangled, like the pain of their pasts and the hope for their futures. You can't rewind life; sometimes you just have to
push play.In turns heart-wrenching, beautiful, and buoyant, Mitali Perkins's new novel focuses its lens on the ripple
effects of violence--across borders and generations--and how small acts of heroism can break the cycle.

EARLY DEPARTURES
By: JUSTIN REYNOLDS | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780062748409 | Price: $17.59
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
What if you could bring your best friend back to life--but only for a short time? Jamal's best friend, Q, doesn't know
that he died, and that he's about to die . . . again. He doesn't know that Jamal tried to save him. And that the reason
they haven't been friends for two years is because Jamal blames Q for the accident that killed his parents. But what if
Jamal could have a second chance? A new technology allows Q to be reanimated for a few weeks before he dies . . .
permanently. And Q's mom is not about to let anyone ruin this miracle by telling Q about his impending death. So
how can Jamal fix everything if he can't tell Q the truth?
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CRISPR
By: YOLANDA RIDGE | Hardcover Canadian
ISBN: 9781773214245 | Price: $19.96
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
We can change the world with genetic modification--but should we? CRISPR stands for clustered regularly
interspaced short palindromic repeats. If it sounds complicated, it is--but it's also one of the most powerful ways we
can shape the future. And it's poised to completely upend the way we think about science. Author Yolanda Ridge
tackles this topic in a friendly and accessible tone, with two introductory chapters covering the basics of DNA and
genetic modification before taking readers through the ways that this ground-breaking science could affect them by
potentially: - eliminating diseases like malaria and cancer, - improving the stability of our food supply, and - helping
to manage conservation efforts for threatened animals and environments. But all of these possible advancements
come with risks, the biggest being that the consequences are unknown. Chapters end with "Stop, Go, Yield" sections
encouraging readers to consider the pros and cons of using CRISPR. "Cutting Questions" give readers the
opportunity to further reflect on the ethics of the science. CRISPR is a game changer. This important book, with
detailed scientific illustrations, brings much needed clarity to a topic that will affect readers for generations to come.

NEVER LOOK BACK
By: LILLIAM RIVERA | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781547603732 | Price: $20.79
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Diversity, Mythology
Eury comes to the Bronx as a girl haunted. Haunted by losing everything in Hurricane Maria--and by an evil spirit,
Ato. She fully expects the tragedy that befell her and her family in Puerto Rico to catch up with her in New York.
Yet, for a time, she can almost set this fear aside, because there's this boy . . . Pheus is a golden-voiced, bachatasinging charmer, ready to spend the summer on the beach with his friends, serenading his on-again, off-again flame.
That changes when he meets Eury. All he wants is to put a smile on her face and fight off her demons. But some
dangers are too powerful for even the strongest love, and as the world threatens to tear them apart, Eury and Pheus
must fight for each other and their lives. Featuring contemporary Afro-Latinx characters, this retelling of the Greek
myth Orpheus and Eurydice is perfect for fans of Ibi Zoboi's Pride and Daniel José Older's Shadowshaper.

CAT I NEVER NAMED
By: AMRA SABIC-EL-RAYESS | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781547604531 | Price: $21.59
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Biography, Diversity
It is 1992 and Bihac, Amra's hometown, is a multicultural city with Muslims, Croats, and Serbs. But when tensions
escalate, the Serbs turn on their Bosnian neighbors. The Serbs control the army, and now they have peaceful Bihac
surrounded. Soon Amra and her family are dealing with starvation and the threat of brutal violence; school,
friendships, and the attentions from a new boy have to take a back seat to finding food and the tragic fallout from
rising bigotry and ethnic hatred. Through it all, a stray cat, Maci, serves as a guardian spirit to the entire family.

SURVIVAL LIST
By: COURTNEY SHEINMEL | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780062655011 | Price: $10.80
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Suicide
Fans of I Was Here by Gayle Forman and Far from the Tree by Robin Benway will be floored by this heartbreaking
yet uplifting teen novel about a grieving girl who follows a mysterious list across the country after her older sister's
death. Sloane Weber is devastated when her older sister dies by suicide. Talley was a bright light who made
everyone want to step closer. Why had she made that unthinkable choice? The only clue Talley left behind for
Sloane is a puzzle--a list of random places and names, along with the phone number of a boy named Adam, who
lives in California and claims he didn't know Talley. Sloane heads west, enlists Adam's help, and together they
search for answers. But while Sloane is drawn to Adam, she can't shake the feeling that he's hiding something. Is
Sloane ready to learn the truth--about Adam, her sister, or the secrets her family has been hiding for years?
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STRANDED
By: JOCELYN SHIPLEY | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9781459823891 | Price: $8.76
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Drugs & Addiction, Thriller, Suspense, Alcohol use
After his girlfriend's accidental death by overdose, Kipp has been living on the streets, overwhelmed by his grief. He
wants to honor her memory and finds help to get clean, but just when he feels like he's getting his life together,
everything comes crashing down. He gets fired from his job and kicked out of his rented room on the same day. So
when Reba, a friendly woman he met at the shelter, offers him a job and a place to live, he leaps at the chance. This
is his lucky break. But when a girl comes to Reba's house looking for her missing brother, Kipp starts to wonder
what Reba's real story is and if his lucky break might actually be a nightmare.

NEON DARKNESS
By: LAUREN SHIPPEN | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781250297549 | Price: $19.60
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
Neon Darkness, the second Bright Sessions novel from creator Lauren Shippen, asks: “What if the X-Men, instead
of becoming superheroes, decided to spend some time in therapy?” (Vox) Robert Gorham always gets what he
wants. But the power of persuasion is as potent a blessing as it is a curse. Robert is alone until a group of strangers
who can do impossible things—produce flames without flint, conduct electricity with their hands, and see visions of
the past—welcome him. They call themselves Unusuals and they give Robert a new name too: DAMIEN. Finally,
finally he belongs. As long as he can keep his power under control. But control is a sacrifice he might not be willing
to make.

INFINITE NOISE
By: LAUREN SHIPPEN | Paperback
ISBN: 9781250297532 | Price: $10.80
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
Caleb Michaels is a sixteen-year-old champion running back. Other than that his life is pretty normal. But when
Caleb starts experiencing mood swings that are out of the ordinary for even a teenager, his life moves beyond
“typical.” Caleb is an Atypical, an individual with enhanced abilities. Which sounds pretty cool except Caleb's
ability is extreme empathy—he feels the emotions of everyone around him. Being an empath in high school would
be hard enough, but Caleb's life becomes even more complicated when he keeps getting pulled into the emotional
orbit of one of his classmates, Adam. Adam's feelings are big and all-consuming, but they fit together with Caleb's
feelings in a way that he can't quite understand. Caleb's therapist, Dr. Bright, encourages Caleb to explore this
connection by befriending Adam. As he and Adam grow closer, Caleb learns more about his ability, himself, his
therapist—who seems to know a lot more than she lets on—and just how dangerous being an Atypical can be.
“What if the X-Men, instead of becoming superheroes, decided to spend some time in therapy?” (Vox on The Bright
Sessions)

GOD LOVES HAIR 10TH ANNIVERSARY EDITIO
By: VIVEK SHRAYA | Hardcover Canadian
ISBN: 9781551528137 | Price: $19.96
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): LGBTQ2S+, Self Esteem
A tenth-anniversary edition of the poignant YA story collection that celebrates racial, gender, and religious diversity.
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FINDING GRACE
By: KIM SIGAFUS | Paperback
ISBN: 9781939053299 | Price: $10.36
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): #OwnVoices, Indigenous, Diversity
Autumn Dawn has learned to deal with her dyslexia and her life is starting to look better when a horrible accident
threatens to change everything. As her mother and brother are crossing a street, they are accidentally hit by a car.
Autumn's little brother is okay, but her mother ends up in intensive care. Autumn's father, who had walked away
from his family a while go, leaving them to fend for themselves, is now back in their lives and trying to make
amends. When Autumn's mom is released from the hospital, she still needs help, so Autumn's dad moves back
home. Can Autumn ever forgive her father for leaving his family in the first place, or will she continue to be angry
and resentful? Is it possible to trust any male, including her devoted boyfriend?

HEY JUDE
By: STAR SPIDER | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9781459826359 | Price: $8.76
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Suicide, Mental Health & Wellness, Romance, LGBTQ2S+
A teen tries to balance the last year of high school, a new romance and looking after her sister with mental health
issues.

DEAR JUSTYCE
By: NIC STONE | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781984829665 | Price: $19.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Diversity, #BlackLivesMatter
In the stunning and hard-hitting sequel to the New York Times bestseller Dear Martin, incarcerated teen Quan writes
letters to Justyce about his experiences in the American prison system. Shortly after teenager Quan enters a not
guilty plea for the shooting death of a police officer, he is placed in a holding cell to await trial. Through a series of
flashbacks and letters to Justyce, the protagonist of Dear Martin, Quan's story unravels. From a troubled childhood
and bad timing to a coerced confession and prejudiced police work, Nic Stone's newest novel takes an unflinching
look at the flawed practices and ideologies that discriminate against African American boys and minorities in the
American justice system.

BRIGHT SHINING WORLD
By: JOSH SWILLER | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780593119570 | Price: $19.19
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Science Fiction
A darkly funny thriller about one boy's attempt to unravel the mysterious phenomenon affecting students in his new
town, as he finds a way to resist sinister forces and pursue hope for them all. Wallace Cole is perpetually moving
against his will. His father has some deeply important job with an energy company that he refuses to explain to
Wallace who is, shall we say, suspicious. Not that his father ever listens to him. Just as Wallace is getting settled
into a comfortable life in Kentucky, his father lets him know they need to immediately depart for a new job in a
small town in Upstate New York which has recently been struck by an outbreak of inexplicable hysterics--an
outbreak which is centered at the high school Wallace will attend. In the new town, go from disturbing to worse:
trees appear to be talking to people; a school bully, the principal, and the town police force take an instant dislike to
Wallace; and the student body president is either falling for him or slipping into the enveloping darkness. Bright
Shining World is a novel of resistance, of young people finding hope and courage and community in a collapsing
world.
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SKY BEYOND THE STORM
By: SABAA TAHIR | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780448494531 | Price: $19.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
Picking up just a few months after A Reaper at the Gates left off... The long-imprisoned jinn are on the attack,
wreaking bloody havoc in villages and cities alike. But for the Nightbringer, vengeance on his human foes is just the
beginning. At his side, Commandant Keris Veturia declares herself Empress, and calls for the heads of any and all
who defy her rule. At the top of the list? The Blood Shrike and her remaining family. Laia of Serra, now allied with
the Blood Shrike, struggles to recover from the loss of the two people most important to her. Determined to stop the
approaching apocalypse, she throws herself into the destruction of the Nightbringer. In the process, she awakens an
ancient power that could lead her to victory--or to an unimaginable doom. And deep in the Waiting Place, the Soul
Catcher seeks only to forget the life--and love--he left behind. Yet doing so means ignoring the trail of murder left
by the Nightbringer and his jinn. To uphold his oath and protect the human world from the supernatural, the Soul
Catcher must look beyond the borders of his own land. He must take on a mission that could save--or destroy--all
that he knows.

REAPER AT THE GATES
By: SABAA TAHIR | Paperback
ISBN: 9780448494517 | Price: $12.79
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Fantasy, Romance
BOOK THREE IN THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES: An Entertainment Weekly Summer Reads
pick and New York Times bestseller! Beyond the Martial Empire and within it, the threat of war looms ever larger.
Helene Aquilla, the Blood Shrike, is desperate to protect her sister''s life and the lives of everyone in the Empire. But
she knows that danger lurks on all sides: Emperor Marcus, haunted by his past, grows increasingly unstable and
violent, while Keris Veturia, the ruthless Commandant, capitalizes on the Emperor''s volatility to grow her own
power--regardless of the carnage she leaves in her path. Far to the east, Laia of Serra knows the fate of the world lies
not in the machinations of the Martial court, but in stopping the Nightbringer. But in the hunt to bring him down,
Laia faces unexpected threats from those she hoped would help her, and is drawn into a battle she never thought
she''d have to fight. And in the land between the living and the dead, Elias Veturius has given up his freedom to
serve as Soul Catcher. But in doing so, he has vowed himself to an ancient power that demands his complete
surrender--even if that means abandoning the woman he loves.

QUEEN'S COUNCIL REBEL ROSE
By: EMMA THERIAULT | Hardcover Canadian
ISBN: 9781368048200 | Price: $18.39
YOUNG ADULT FICTION
Continues the story of Belle and Adam, once known as the Beast, who, soon after their marriage, must take on heavy
responsibilities as rulers of Aveyon during the French Revolution.

IRON HEART
By: NINA VARELA | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780062823977 | Price: $17.59
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Fantasy, LGBTQ2S+
AuthorVarela, Nina Publication Year 8 Sep 2020 FormatHardback - With dust jacket ISBN-13978-0-06-282397-7
ISBN-100-06-282397-3 We have ebooks, digital audiobooks, and other electronic resources available. Look for the
(e) below. Summary Critically acclaimed author Nina Varela delivers a stunning sequel to the richly imagined queer
epic fantasy Crier's War, which SLJ called "perfect for fans of Sarah J. Maas's Throne of Glass." For too long,
Automae have lorded over the kingdom of Rabu, oppressing its human citizens. But the human revolution has risen,
and at its heart is Ayla. Once a handmaiden, now a fugitive, Ayla narrowly escaped the palace of Lady Crier, the girl
she would've killed if she hadn't fallen in love first. Now Ayla has pledged her allegiance to Queen Junn, who can
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help accomplish the human rebellion's ultimate goal: destroy the Iron Heart. Without its power, the Automae will be
weakened to the point of extinction. Ayla wants to succeed, but can't shake the strong feelings she's developed for
Crier. And unbeknownst to her, Crier has also fled the palace, taking up among traveling rebels, determined to find
and protect Ayla. Even as their paths collide, nothing can prepare them for the dark secret underlying the Iron Heart.

UNLEASHED
By: DANIELLE VEGA | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780451481498 | Price: $19.19
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Horror
"Hendricks discovers that even though Steele House is gone, the hauntings in Drearfield are far from over -- and it's
up to her to stop them"--

BITTERWINE OATH
By: HANNAH WEST | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780823445479 | Price: $19.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Paranormal, Fantasy, Romance, Murder
Every fifty years, a cult claims twelve men to murder in a small Texas town. Can one girl end the cycle of violence and save the boy who broke her heart? San Solano, Texas, is a quaint town known for its charm, hospitality, and
history of murder. Twice now, twelve men have been brutally killed, and no one knows who did it. A shadowy
witch? A copycat killer? Or a man-hating murderess? Eighteen-year-old Natalie Colter is sure that the rumours
about her great-great-grandmother's cult of wronged women are just gossip, but that doesn't stop the true-crime
writers and dark tourism bloggers from capitalizing on the town's reputation. It's an urban legend that's hard to
ignore, and it gets harder when Nat learns that the sisterhood is real. And magical. And they want her to join. The
more Nat learns of the Wardens' supernatural history, the more she wonders about the real culprits behind the town's
ritualistic murders. Are the Wardens protecting San Solano from even darker forces? There are shadows in the
woods, bones on the outskirts of town, and questions Nat needs answered. But everything becomes more urgent
when people start getting "marked" as new victims--including Levi Langford, the boy whose kiss haunted Nat for a
year. With Levi in danger, doing nothing would be harder than fighting back. Nat knows that no one is safe. Can she
and the sisterhood stop the true evil from claiming their town?

NEVER GOING BACK
By: SAM WIEBE | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9781459825772 | Price: $7.96
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Crime
In this work of crime fiction, retired thief Ali is forced to do one more job for her old boss to protect her younger
brother and the family business.

PUNCHING THE AIR
By: IBI ZOBOI | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780062996480 | Price: $19.99
YOUNG ADULT FICTION | Theme(s): Written in Verse, Social Justice
Instant New York Times bestseller! From award-winning author Ibi Zoboi and prison reform activist Yusef Salaam
of the Exonerated Five comes a powerful YA novel in verse about a boy who is wrongfully incarcerated. Perfect for
fans of Jason Reynolds, Walter Dean Myers, and Elizabeth Acevedo. The story that I thought was my life didn't start
on the day I was born Amal Shahid has always been an artist and a poet. But even in a diverse art school, he's seen
as disruptive and unmotivated by a biased system. Then one fateful night, an altercation in a gentrifying
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neighborhood escalates into tragedy. "Boys just being boys" turns out to be true only when those boys are white.
The story that I think will be my life starts today Suddenly, at just sixteen years old, Amal's bright future is upended:
he is convicted of a crime he didn't commit and sent to prison. Despair and rage almost sink him until he turns to the
refuge of his words, his art. This never should have been his story. But can he change it? With spellbinding lyricism,
award-winning author Ibi Zoboi and prison reform activist Yusef Salaam tell a moving and deeply profound story
about how one boy is able to maintain his humanity and fight for the truth, in a system designed to strip him of both.

WONDER WOMEN OF HIST
By: LAURIEHALS ANDERSON | Paperback
ISBN: 9781779503787 | Price: $18.39
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN | Theme(s): Social Justice , Biography
Not all heroes wear capes! Wonder Woman has been an inspiration for decades, and while not everyone would
choose her star-spangled outfit for themselves, her compassion and fairness are worthy of emulation. We'll be
presenting tales of the real-world heroes who take up Diana's mantle and work in the fields of science, sports,
activism, diplomacy, and more! New York Times bestselling author Laurie Halse Anderson brings together an allstar cast of authors and illustrators in this anthology of contemporary Wonder Women--and how they've changed our
world. Please note: this cover is not final.

GREAT GATSBY - GRAPHIC NOVEL
By: FSCOTT FITZGERALD | Paperback
ISBN: 9781536216769 | Price: $15.99
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN
A sumptuously illustrated adaptation casts the powerful imagery of F. Scott Fitzgerald's great American novel in a
vivid new format. From the green light across the bay to the billboard with spectacled eyes, F. Scott Fitzgerald's
1925 American masterpiece roars to life in Katharine Woodman-Maynard's exquisite graphic novel--among the first
adaptations of the book in this genre. Painted in lush watercolors, the inventive interpretation emphasizes both the
extravagance and mystery of the characters, as well as the fluidity of Nick Carraway's unreliable narration. Excerpts
from the original text wend through the illustrations, and imagery and metaphors are taken to literal, and often
whimsical, extremes, such as when a beautiful partygoer blooms into an orchid and Daisy Buchanan pushes Gatsby
across the sky on a cloud. This faithful yet modern adaptation will appeal to fans with deep knowledge of the classic,
while the graphic novel format makes it an ideal teaching tool to engage students. With its timeless critique of class,
power, and obsession, The Great Gatsby Graphic Novel captures the energy of an era and the enduring resonance of
one of the world's most beloved books.

TEEN TITANS RAVEN
By: KAMI GARCIA | Paperback
ISBN: 9781401286231 | Price: $18.39
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN
A New York Times bestseller! USA Today and Publishers Weekly bestseller! When a tragic accident takes the life
of 17-year-old Raven Roth's foster mom--and Raven's memory--she moves to New Orleans to recover and finish her
senior year of high school. Starting over isn't easy. Raven remembers everyday stuff like how to solve math
equations and make pasta, but she can't remember her favorite song or who she was before the accident. And when
impossible things start happening, Raven begins to think it might even be better not to know who she was before.
But as she grows closer to her new friends, her foster sister, Max, and Tommy Torres, a guy who accepts her for
who she is now, Raven has to decide if she's ready to face what's buried in the past...and the darkness building inside
her. From #1 New York Times bestselling author Kami Garcia and first-time graphic novel artist Gabriel Picolo
comes this riveting tale of finding the strength to face who you are and learning to trust others--and yourself.
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TEEN TITAN BEAST BOY
By: KAMI GARCIA | Paperback
ISBN: 9781401287191 | Price: $18.39
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN
#1 New York Times bestselling author Kami Garcia (Beautiful Creatures) and artist Gabriel Picolo, the creative duo
behind the smash hit Teen Titans: Raven, take you on a journey of self-discovery and acceptance, while reminding
us the value of true friendship--especially when life gets wild. Garfield Logan has spent his entire life being
overlooked. Even in a small town like Eden, Georgia, the 17-year-old with green streaks in his hair can't find a way
to stand out--and the clock is ticking. Senior year is almost over. If Gar doesn't find a way to impress the Chosen
Ones--the social elite at Bull Creek High School--he will never know what it's like to matter. Gar's best friends,
Stella and Tank, don't understand why he cares what other people think. They miss their funny, pizza-loving, video
game-obsessed best friend. Then Gar accepts a wild dare out of the blue. It impresses the Chosen Ones and his social
status soars. But other things are changing, too. Gar grows six inches overnight. His voice drops and, suddenly, he's
stronger and faster. He's finally getting everything he wanted, but his newfound popularity comes at a price. Gar has
to work harder to impress his new friends. The dares keep getting bigger and the stakes keep getting higher. When
Gar realizes the extent of his physical changes, he has to dig deep and face the truth about himself--and the people
who truly matter--before his life spirals out of control.

HOUSE OF EL 01
By: CLAUDIA GRAY | Paperback
ISBN: 9781401291129 | Price: $18.39
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN
Welcome to a brand-new vision of one of comics' most famous tragedies from New York Times bestselling author
Claudia Gray and illustrator Eric Zawadzki. In this first graphic novel in a trilogy, explore Krypton like never
before: through the eyes of two teenagers on opposite sides of the same extinction-level event. Zahn is one of
Krypton's elites: wealthy, privileged, a future leader. Sera is one of Krypton's soldiers: strong, dedicated, fearless.
Their rule-bound society has ordained that their paths should never cross. But groundquakes are shaking the planet's
surface. Rebellious uprisings are shaking the populace. Krypton's top scientists--Jor-El and Lara--conduct a secret
experiment that is meant to reform their planet from the cellular level up. Zahn and Sera must join forces to
investigate the hidden dangers truly threatening Krypton. In the process, they form a bond that will endure past the
end of the world... Please note: this cover is not final.

SAPIENS 01
By: YUVAL HARARI | Paperback
ISBN: 9780771038747 | Price: $23.99
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN
Volume one of the epic, beautifully illustrated graphic history of humankind, based on Yuval Noah Harari's
internationally bestselling phenomenon In a world deluged by irrelevant information, clarity is power. How can we
see the big picture without getting caught up in an infinity of little details? One way is to step back, to look at the
really big picture: the entire history of the human species. Sapiens: A Graphic History, The Birth of Humankind is
the story of how an insignificant ape became the ruler of planet Earth, capable of splitting the atom, flying to the
Moon, and manipulating the genetic code of life. With Yuval Noah Harari as your guide, and accompanied by
characters like Prehistoric Bill, Dr. Fiction, and Detective Lopez, you are invited to take a ride on the wild side of
history. The graphic format offers readers a new intellectual and artistic exploration of the past. Human evolution is
reimagined as a tacky reality TV show. The first encounter between Sapiens and Neanderthals is explored through
the master-pieces of modern art. The extinction of the mammoths and saber-toothed tigers is retold as a "whodunit"
movie. Sapiens: A Graphic History is a radical, and radically fun, retelling of the story of humankind, bursting with
wit, humor, and colorful characters. If you want to know why we are all trapped inside the dreams of dead people-read this book.
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DISPLACEMENT
By: KIKU HUGHES | Paperback
ISBN: 9781250193537 | Price: $19.99
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN | Theme(s): Historical Fiction, War/Children and War
Kiku is on vacation in San Francisco when suddenly she finds herself displaced to the 1940s Japanese-American
internment camp that her late grandmother, Ernestina, was forcibly relocated to during World War II. These
displacements keep occurring until Kiku finds herself "stuck" back in time. Living alongside her young grandmother
and other Japanese-American citizens in internment camps, Kiku gets the education she never received in history
class. She witnesses the lives of Japanese-Americans who were denied their civil liberties and suffered greatly, but
managed to cultivate community and commit acts of resistance in order to survive. Kiku Hughes weaves a riveting,
bittersweet tale that highlights the intergenerational impact and power of memory.

WHAT IF WE WERE
By: AXELLE LENOIR | Paperback
ISBN: 9781603094801 | Price: $15.99
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN | Theme(s): LGBTQ2S+
Teen girls rewrite the universe on a daily basis! This comic collection proves there's nothing better than using your
imagination... except maybe talking nonsense with your friends. Hey, why not both? Nathalie and Marie are 17 years
old and best friends. Since elementary school, they've been creatively filling moments of boredom with a game
called "What If We Were...?". One player names a topic -- let's say "vampire slayers" for example -- and then both
imagine what life would be like as that subject. "I would only hunt vampires during daytime, because it would be
less exhausting" would be a good answer. "I would only hunt them for sport, to eventually sell their skins" could be
another, if a little disturbing. Easy to play, but hard to master. An expert player will know how to think outside the
box and surprise their opponent. And after all these years, Nathalie and Marie are experts! What If We Were...
collects dozens of these games as hilarious and addictive comic strips, along with super-fun bonus material like
diary entries, bonus comics, and more.

FIRE ON WATER
By: SCOTT MACGREGOR | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781419741166 | Price: $25.59
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN
A novel based on a true tale of heroism and invention in the tunnels beneath Lake Erie in 1916 This original graphic
novel imagines the lives of blue-collar workers involved in the real-life Lake Erie tunnel disaster of 1916 in
Cleveland. Author Scott MacGregor and illustrator Gary Dumm tell the intersecting stories of a brilliant African
American inventor, Ben Beltran (based on the real-life Garrett Morgan, Sr.), desperate immigrants tunneling beneath
Lake Erie, and corrupt overseers who risk countless lives for profit. As historical fiction, Fire on the Water sheds
light not only on one of America's earliest man-made ecological disasters but also on racism and the economic
disparity between classes in the Midwest at the turn of the century.

X MEN DARK PHOENIX SAGA
By: STUART MOORE | Paperback
ISBN: 9781789090642 | Price: $10.80
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN
One of the most popular X-Men epics of all time, revealing the birth of perhaps the deadliest force in the galaxy-Dark Phoenix. PILOTING A DOOMED SHUTTLE THROUGH A MASSIVE SOLAR FLARE, JEAN GREY
SACRIFICES HER LIFE TO SAVE THE X-MEN. THEN A MIRACLE OCCURS--AND SHE IS REBORN! True
to its namesake, the Phoenix rises, and Jean becomes one of the universe's most powerful entities. But when she and
the X-Men launch an assault against the clandestine organization known as the Hellfire Club, she is manipulated into
betraying her fellow mutants. Jean is transformed into the Hellfire Club's Black Queen, and her life takes a deadly
turn. As her powers surge out of control, it becomes clear to all that the Phoenix must be stopped. Some would
destroy her regardless of the cost, but the X-Men desperately seek to defeat her without killing Jean in the process.
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The fate of our world hangs on their success.

MOONSHOT 03 INDIGENOUS COMICS COLLECTION
By: HOPE NICHOLSON | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9780228706229 | Price: $15.99
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN | Theme(s): Indigenous
MOONSHOT: The Indigenous Comics Collection brings together dozens of creators from North America to
contribute comic book stories showcasing the rich heritage and identity of indigenous storytelling. From traditional
stories to exciting new visions of the future, this collection presents some of the finest comic book and graphic novel
work on the continent.

MOONSHOT 02 INDIGENOUS COMICS COLLECTION
By: HOPE NICHOLSON | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9780228706212 | Price: $15.99
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN | Theme(s): Indigenous
MOONSHOT: The Indigenous Comics Collection brings together dozens of creators from North America to
contribute comic book stories showcasing the rich heritage and identity of indigenous storytelling. From traditional
stories to exciting new visions of the future, this collection presents some of the finest comic book and graphic novel
work on the continent.

MOONSHOT 01 INDIGENOUS COMICS COLLECTION
By: HOPE NICHOLSON | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9780228706205 | Price: $15.99
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN | Theme(s): Indigenous
MOONSHOT: The Indigenous Comics Collection brings together dozens of creators from North America to
contribute comic book stories showcasing the rich heritage and identity of indigenous storytelling. From traditional
stories to exciting new visions of the future, this collection presents some of the finest comic book and graphic novel
work on the continent.

ANIMAL FARM - THE GRAPHIC NOVEL
By: GEORGE ORWELL | Paperback
ISBN: 9780358410775 | Price: $17.59
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN
A beautiful graphic adaptation of George Orwell's timeless and timely allegorical novel. "All animals are equal, but
some animals are more equal than others." In 1945, George Orwell, called "the conscience of his generation,"
created an enduring, devastating story of new tyranny replacing old, and power corrupting even the noblest of
causes. Today it is all too clear that Orwell's masterpiece is still fiercely relevant wherever cults of personality
thrive, truths are twisted by those in power, and freedom is under attack. In this fully authorized edition, the artist
Odyr translates the world and message of Animal Farm into a gorgeously imagined graphic novel. Old Major,
Napoleon, Squealer, Snowball, Boxer, and all the animals of Animal Farm come to life in this newly envisaged
classic. From his individual brushstrokes to the freedom of his page design, Odyr's adaptation seamlessly moves
between satire and fable and will appeal to all ages, just as Orwell intended.
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HEARTSTOPPER V 1
By: ALICE OSEMAN | Paperback
ISBN: 9781338617436 | Price: $15.99
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN | Theme(s): LGBTQ2S+, Romance
Boy meets boy. Boys become friends. Boys fall in love. A sweet and charming coming-of-age story that explores
friendship, love, and coming out. "Absolutely delightful. Sweet, romantic, kind. Beautifully paced. I loved this
book." -- Rainbow Rowell, author of Carry On Shy and softhearted Charlie Spring sits next to rugby player Nick
Nelson in class one morning. A warm and intimate friendship follows, and that soon develops into something more
for Charlie, who doesn't think he has a chance. But Nick is struggling with feelings of his own, and as the two grow
closer and take on the ups and downs of high school, they come to understand the surprising and delightful ways in
which love works.

BREAKDOWN
By: DAVID ROBERTSON | Paperback
ISBN: 9781553798903 | Price: $19.76
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN
The Reckoner returns in an all-new graphic novel series! Cole and Eva arrive in Winnipeg, the headquarters of
Mihko Laboratories, intent on destroying the company once and for all. Their plans are thwarted when a new threat
surfaces, and Cole is mired in terrifying visions. Are these visions just troubled dreams or are they leading him to a
terrifying truth? And will Eva be able to harness her powers to continue the investigation without him?

SURVIVING THE CITY 02 FROM THE ROOTS UP
By: TASHA SPILLET | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9781553798989 | Price: $17.96
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN | Theme(s): Indigenous
In this sequel to Surviving the City, Dez is grieving her grandmother's death. With nowhere else to go, she's living in
a group home. On top of everything else, Dez is navigating her identity as a Two-Spirit person alongside a new
relationship. Unfortunately, Miikwan doesn't really understand what her best friend is going through. Will Dez be
comfortable expressing her full identity? And will her community be able to celebrate her for who she is?

REDBONE
By: CHRISTIAN STAEBLER | Paperback
ISBN: 9781684057146 | Price: $20.79
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN | Theme(s): Biography, Indigenous

SWAMP THING TWIN BRANCHES
By: MAGGIE STIEFVATER | Paperback
ISBN: 9781401293239 | Price: $18.39
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN | Theme(s): Horror, Bullying issues, Diversity
The #1 New York Times bestselling author Maggie Stiefvater (the Raven Cycle series) and artist Morgan Beem
unearth the primal power of memory and how it twists the bond between two brothers. Twins Alec and Walker
Holland have a reputation around town. One is quiet and the other is the life of any party, but the two are
inseparable. For their last summer before college, Alec and Walker leave the city to live with their rural cousins,
where they find that the swamp holds far darker depths than they could have imagined. While Walker carves their
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names into the new social scene, Alec recedes into a summer school laboratory, slowly losing himself to a deep,
dark experiment. This season, both brothers must confront truths, ancient and familial, and as their lives diverge,
tensions increase and dormant memories claw to the surface. Swamp Thing: Twin Branches is a story of shadows,
both literal and imagined--and those that take form and haunt us.

ARCHIE & KATY KEENE
By: MARIKO TAMAKI | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9781645769484 | Price: $12.79
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN
There's a new girl in Riverdale and she's turning everyone's heads -- and NOT everyone is happy about that! Who is
Katy Keene and why is she so Insta-famous and beloved in Riverdale? And, moreover, why is she quickly becoming
Archie's biggest competition? Find out in this brand new collection from the creative team of writers Mariko Tamaki
and Kevin Panetta and artist Laura Braga -- just in time for the brand new CW series Katy Keene!

LOST SOUL BE AT PEACE
By: MAGGIE THRASH | Paperback
ISBN: 9781536213157 | Price: $14.39
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN | Theme(s): Mental Health & Wellness
Following her acclaimed Honor Girl, Maggie Thrash revisits a period of teenage depression in a graphic memoir that
is at once thoughtful, honest, and marked by hope. A year and a half after the summer that changed her life, Maggie
Thrash wishes she could change it all back. She's trapped in a dark depression and flunking eleventh grade,
befuddling her patrician mother while going unnoticed by her father, a workaholic federal judge. The only thing
Maggie cares about is her cat, Tommi . . . who then disappears somewhere in the walls of her cavernous house. So
her search begins -- but Maggie's not even really sure what she's lost, and she has no idea what she'll find. Lost Soul,
Be at Peace is the continuation of Maggie's story from her critically acclaimed memoir Honor Girl, one that brings
her devastating honesty and humor to the before and after of depression.

VAMPIRONICA - NEW BLOOD
By: FRANK TIERI | Paperback
ISBN: 9781645769521 | Price: $12.79
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN | Theme(s): Horror
Riverdale's own bombshell bloodsucker is back! Following the events of the Jughead the Hunger vs. Vampironica
crossover, Veronica returns to her own universe, still a vampire. She's not the same, and she knows it. And now she
needs answers. But she may not be ready for what she's about to discover!

COMIC BOOK STORY OF BASKETBALL
By: FRED VANLENTE | Paperback
ISBN: 9781984856180 | Price: $19.99
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN
A fast-break history of basketball--from its humble beginnings to its all-time great players--featuring engaging true
tales from the court and vivid, dynamic illustrations. Whether it's millionaire pros facing off in an indoor arena full
of screaming fans or a lone kid shooting hoops on an outdoor court, basketball is one of the most popular and widely
played sports in the world. The Comic Book Story of Basketball gives you courtside seats to the history of hoops. It
chronicles the sport from its beginnings in a YMCA in Massachusetts to its current status as a beloved international
game for men and women of all ages. Learn the true stories behind the college game, the street game, the women's
game, and the international game, with legendary players and coaches like Dr. J, Michael Jordan, LeBron James,
and Steph Curry profiled throughout.
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MARS CHALLENGE
By: ALISON WILGUS | Paperback
ISBN: 9781626720831 | Price: $19.60
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN
Travel to deep space and back again with The Mars Challenge, a nonfiction graphic novel for teens about the science
and logistics of a manned mission to Mars. Nadia is a teen with a dream: to be the first woman on Mars. But to get
there, she's got to learn all she can about the science of spaceflight. It's a good thing her friend Eleanor is an Attitude
Determination and Control Officer—basically, she pilots the International Space Station! Eleanor takes Nadia on a
conceptual journey through an entire crewed mission to Mars, and explains every challenge that must be overcome
along the way; from escaping Earth's gravity well, to keeping the crew healthy as they travel through deep space, to
setting up a Mars base, to having enough fuel for the trip home! In The Mars Challenge, writer Alison Wilgus and
artist Wyeth Yates bring the reader on a thrilling interplanetary voyage and clearly illustrate the scientific concepts
and complex machinery involved. Humans can reach Mars in our lifetime—this book explains how it can be done.

CONTRADICTIONS
By: SOPHIE YANOW | Paperback
ISBN: 9781770464070 | Price: $23.96
GRAPHIC NOVEL TEEN | Theme(s): LGBTQ2S+
The Eisner Award-winning story about a student figuring out radical politics in a messy world. Sophie''s young and
queer and into feminist theory. She decides to study abroad, choosing Paris for no firm reason beyond liking French
comics. Feeling a bit lonely and out of place, she's desperate for community and a sense of belonging. She stumbles
into what/who she's looking for when she meets Zena. An anarchist student-activist committed to veganism and
shoplifting, Zena offers Sophie a whole new political ideology that feels electric. Enamored--of Zena, of the idea of
living more righteously--Sophie finds herself swept up in a whirlwind friendship that blows her even farther from
her rural Californian roots as they embark on a disastrous hitchhiking trip to Amsterdam and Berlin full of couch
surfing, drug tripping, and radical book fairs.Capturing that time in your life where you're meeting new people and
learning about the world--when everything feels vital and urgent--The Contradictions is Sophie Yanow's
fictionalized coming-of-age story. Sophie's attempts at ideological purity are challenged time and again, putting into
question the plausibility of a life of dogma in a world filled with contradictions. Keenly observed, frank, and very
funny, The Contradictions speaks to a specific reality while also being incredibly relatable, reminding us that we are
all imperfect people in an imperfect world

VAMPIRES NEVER GET OLD
By: ZORAIDA CORDOVA | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781250230010 | Price: $19.60
LITERATURE ANTHOLOGIES
Eleven fresh vampire stories from young adult fiction's leading voices in this bestselling anthology! In this delicious
new collection, you'll find stories about lurking vampires of social media, rebellious vampires hungry for more than
just blood, eager vampires coming out--and going out for their first kill--and other bold, breathtaking, dangerous,
dreamy, eerie, iconic, powerful creatures of the night. Welcome to the evolution of the vampire--and a revolution on
the page. Vampires Never Get Old includes stories by authors both bestselling and acclaimed, including Samira
Ahmed, Dhonielle Clayton, Zoraida Córdova and Natalie C. Parker, Tessa Gratton, Heidi Heilig, Julie Murphy,
Mark Oshiro, Rebecca Roanhorse, Laura Ruby, Victoria "V. E." Schwab, and Kayla Whaley.
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APPLE
By: ERIC GANSWORTH | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781646140138 | Price: $21.59
HIGH SCHOOL - POETRY | Theme(s): Indigenous
How about a book that makes you barge into your boss's office to read a page of poetry from? That you dream of?
That every movie, song, book, moment that follows continues to evoke in some way? The term "Apple" is a slur in
Native communities across the country. It's for someone supposedly "red on the outside, white on the inside." Eric
Gansworth is telling his story in Apple (Skin to the Core). The story of his family, of Onondaga among Tuscaroras,
of Native folks everywhere. From the horrible legacy of the government boarding schools, to a boy watching his
siblings leave and return and leave again, to a young man fighting to be an artist who balances multiple worlds. Eric
shatters that slur and reclaims it in verse and prose and imagery that truly lives up to the word heartbreaking.

INCONVENIENT SKIN
By: SHANE KOYCZAN | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9781926886657 | Price: $15.96
HIGH SCHOOL - POETRY | Theme(s): Indigenous
This powerful and thought-provoking collection of poems will draw you in and make you reconsider Canada's
colonial legacy.

TALK
By: WADE HUDSON | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780593121610 | Price: $18.39
SOCIAL STUDIES - ISSUES (ECONOMIC, POLITICAL AND SOCIAL) | Theme(s): Social Justice , Equality,
Self Esteem, Activism
Perfect for readers of Flying Lessons & Other Stories, this collection gives an honest and raw depiction of the
unique conversations parents of diverse kids have to keep them safe and anti-racist. Published in partnership with
Just Us Books. In the powerful follow-up to We Rise, We Resist, We Raise Our Voices, thirty diverse and awardwinning authors and illustrators capture frank discussions about racism, identity, and self-esteem. Here is an
invitation to all families to be advocates and allies for change. Featured contributors: Selina Alko, Tracey Baptiste,
Derrick Barnes, Natacha Bustos, Cozbi A. Cabrera, Raúl Colón, Adam Gidwitz, Nikki Grimes, Rudy Gutierrez,
April Harrison, Wade Hudson, Gordon C. James, Minh Lê, E. B. Lewis, Grace Lin, Torrey Maldonado, Meg
Medina, Christopher Myers, Daniel Nayeri, Zeke Peña, Peter H. Reynolds, Erin K. Robinson, Traci Sorell, Shadra
Strickland, Don Tate, MaryBeth Timothy, Duncan Tonatiuh, Renée Watson, Valerie Wilson Wesley, Sharon Dennis
Wyeth

WHAT I REMEMBER WHAT I KNOW
By: LARRY AUDLALUK | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9781772272376 | Price: $17.56
HIGH SCHOOL - SOCIAL STUDIES | Theme(s): Memoir, Indigenous
Larry Audlaluk has seen incredible changes in his lifetime. Born in northern Quebec, he relocated with his family to
the High Arctic in the early 1950s. They were promised a land of plenty. They discovered an inhospitable polar
desert. Sharing memories both painful and joyous, Larry takes the reader on a journey to the Arctic as his family
struggles to survive and new communities are formed. By turns heart-wrenching and humorous. Larry tells of his
journey through relocation, illness, residential schooling, and the encroachment of southern culture.
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WAR & CONFLICT
By: EMILE DUSFRESNE | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781839270932 | Price: $21.59
HIGH SCHOOL - SOCIAL STUDIES | Theme(s): War/Children and War
This book explores the movement of peoples due to war and conflicts that have raged from World War I to the
present day. Millions of people have been displaced and affected by these events resulting in the political and
physical human geography that has shaped the modern world. It covers movement related to ground troops, Spanish
Flu after World War I, Kindertransport, World War II evacuees, concentration camps, forced displacement, post-war
homecoming, the Berlin Wall and its fall, and more. Includes a writing activity, glossary, and index.

BLOOD & GERMS
By: GAIL JARROW | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781684371761 | Price: $19.99
HIGH SCHOOL - SOCIAL STUDIES | Theme(s): War/Children and War
Acclaimed author Gail Jarrow, recipient of a 2019 Robert F. Sibert Honor Award, explores the science and grisly
history of U.S. Civil War medicine, using actual medical cases and first-person accounts by soldiers, doctors, and
nurses. The Civil War took the lives of hundreds of thousands of Americans and left countless others with disabling
wounds and chronic illnesses. Bullets and artillery shells shattered soldiers' bodies, while microbes and parasites
killed twice as many men as did the battles. Yet from this tragic four-year conflict came innovations that enhanced
medical care in the United States. With striking detail, this nonfiction book reveals battlefield rescues, surgical
techniques, medicines, and patient care, celebrating the men and women of both the North and South who
volunteered to save lives.

IN SEARCH OF SAFETY VOICES OF REFUGEES
By: SUSAN KUKLIN | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780763679606 | Price: $27.19
HIGH SCHOOL - SOCIAL STUDIES | Theme(s): Refugee
Five refugees recount their courageous journeys to America -- and the unimaginable struggles that led them to flee
their homelands -- in a powerful work from the author of Beyond Magenta and We Are Here to Stay. "From 1984,
when I was born, until July 16, 2017, when I arrived in the United States, I never lived in a place where there was no
war." -- Fraidoon An Iraqi woman who survived capture by ISIS. A Sudanese teen growing up in civil war and
famine. An Afghan interpreter for the U.S. Army living under threat of a fatwa. They are among the five refugees
who share their stories in award-winning author and photographer Susan Kuklin's latest masterfully crafted
narrative. The five, originally from Afghanistan, Myanmar, South Sudan, Iraq, and Burundi, give gripping firstperson testimonies about what it is like to flee war, face violent threats, grow up in a refugee camp, be sold into
slavery, and resettle in America. Illustrated with full-color photographs of the refugees' new lives in Nebraska, this
work is essential reading for understanding the devastating impact of war and persecution -- and the power of
resilience, optimism, and the will to survive. Included in the end matter are chapter notes, information on
resettlement and U.S. citizenship, historical time lines of war and political strife in the refugees' countries of origin,
resources for further reading, and an index.

ENTITLED
By: KATE MANNE | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781984826558 | Price: $28.80
HIGH SCHOOL - SOCIAL STUDIES | Theme(s): Social Justice , Global Issues, Feminism
An urgent exploration of men's entitlement and how it serves to police and punish women, from the acclaimed
author of Down Girl, which Rebecca Traister called "jaw-droppingly brilliant" In this bold and stylish critique,
Cornell philosopher Kate Manne offers a radical new framework for understanding misogyny. Ranging widely
across the culture, from Harvey Weinstein and the Brett Kavanaugh hearings to "Cat Person" and the political
misfortunes of Elizabeth Warren, Manne's book shows how privileged men's sense of entitlement--to sex, yes, but
more insidiously to admiration, care, bodily autonomy, knowledge, and power--is a pervasive social problem with
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often devastating consequences. In clear, lucid prose, Manne argues that male entitlement can explain a wide array
of phenomena, from mansplaining and the undertreatment of women's pain to mass shootings by incels and the
seemingly intractable notion that women are "unelectable." Moreover, Manne implicates each of us in toxic
masculinity: It's not just a product of a few bad actors; it's something we all perpetuate, conditioned as we are by the
social and cultural mores of our time. The only way to combat it, she says, is to expose the flaws in our default
modes of thought while enabling women to take up space, say their piece, and muster resistance to the entitled
attitudes of the men around them. With wit and intellectual fierceness, Manne sheds new light on gender and power
and offers a vision of a world in which women are just as entitled as men to our collective care and concern.

TAKING ON THE PLASTICS CRISIS
By: HANNAH TESTA | Paperback
ISBN: 9780593223338 | Price: $9.59
HIGH SCHOOL - SOCIAL STUDIES | Theme(s): Environment, Activism
Pocket Change Collective was born out of a need for space. Space to think. Space to connect. Space to be yourself.
And this is your invitation to join us. "Brief yet inspirational, this story will galvanize youth to use their voices for
change."--Kirkus Reviews "Taking on the Plastics Crisis is a sobering and inspiring read by a brilliant young change
maker. Now is the time for all of us to come together to solve the plastic pollution crisis."--Ed Begley Jr. (actor and
environmental activist) In this personal, moving essay, youth activist Hannah Testa shares with readers how she led
a grassroots political campaign to successfully pass state legislation limiting single-use plastics and how she
influenced global businesses to adopt more sustainable practices. Through her personal journey, readers can learn
how they, too, can follow in Hannah's footsteps and lower their carbon footprint by simply refusing single-use
plastics. Pocket Change Collective is a series of small books with big ideas from today's leading activists and artists.
In this installment, youth activist Hannah Testa, the founder of Hannah4Change, chronicles both her personal and
political mission to save the Earth's oceans by limiting single-use plastic products.

REFUGEES & DISPLACEMENT
By: SHALINI VALLEPUR | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781839270918 | Price: $21.59
HIGH SCHOOL - SOCIAL STUDIES | Theme(s): Refugee
Have you ever wondered how the movement of people has shaped the world around you? People have always
moved around the world, whether to build a new home or flee from a natural disaster. This book covers asylum
seekers and refugees, The Vietnam War, The Syrian Civil War, refugee camps, life as a refugee, displacement, the
2004 Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami, and Hurricane Katrina. Includes discussion questions, glossary and
index.

WHEN THEY CALL YOU A TERRORIST - YA ED
By: PATRISS KHAN-CULLORS | Hardcover
ISBN: 9781250194985 | Price: $20.79
BIOGRAPHY (INDIVIDUAL) | Theme(s): Anti Racism, #BlackLivesMatter, Prejudice & Racism, Activism, Also
appropriate for high school
From one of the co-founders of the Black Lives Matter movement comes a poetic memoir and reflection on
humanity. Necessary and timely, Patrisse Khan-Cullors' story asks us to remember that protest in the interest of the
most vulnerable comes from love. Leaders of the Black Lives Matter movement have been called terrorists, a threat
to America. But in truth, they are loving women whose life experiences have led them to seek justice for those
victimized by the powerful. In this meaningful, empowering account of survival, strength, and resilience, Cullors
and asha bandele seek to change the culture that declares innocent black life expendable.
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PROMISED LAND
By: BARACK OBAMA | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780593239049 | Price: $44.00
HIGH SCHOOL - BIOGRAPHY

STRANGE SEA CREATURES
By: ERICH HOYT | Hardcover
ISBN: 9780228102977 | Price: $19.96
HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE
Marine researchers are discovering new ocean creatures every day, especially at its deepest depths. From the author
of Creatures of the Deep, Encyclopedia of Whales, Dolphins and Porpoises and other books about the ocean and the
animals that live there, comes a new title about some of the most unusual marine life forms. The book organizes the
creatures into three parts based on where they live in the ocean. Each part has representatives from the various
marine animal classes (e.g., fish, crustaceans, jellyfish and siphonophores, squids, tunicates and other invertebrates).
Informative captions accompany the 90 gorgeous photographs of otherworldly creatures. Part 1: Surface Waters of
the Ocean at Night: The Blackwater Vertical Migrators In images taken by dedicated blackwater photographers
Linda Ianniello and Susan Mears, these mostly larval creatures haunt the near-surface waters making vertical
migrations every night to feed. Part 2: Middle to Deep Dark Waters: Masters of the Language of Light In this
perpetual night, survival is a matter of being able to understand and process light signals, some in different colors,
some flashing, some faint -- the most sophisticated use of bioluminescence on Earth. The sea creatures here are
small with big eyes and even larger mouths with extraordinarily sharp teeth. Photographer David Shale traveled with
BBC Blue Planet and other expeditions to photograph these deep sea creatures, while photographers Solvin Zankl,
Alexander Semenov and others brought their own dedication to expeditions in the Pacific, Indian, Atlantic and
Arctic oceans. Part 3. The Continental Shelf to the Abyssal Plain: The Bottom Dwellers This bottom of the sea has
fewer fish, and is populated by such alien-like creatures as no-eyed or tripod fish, sea cucumbers, as well as basket
stars, crabs, and worms with species varying by depth and location. The introduction to each part of the book
describes what makes the ocean waters at that depth unique, and why it is home to specific types of sea life. The
photographs were taken in the ocean by expert divers and submariners, most of whom are both scientists and
underwater photographers. The images display the creatures vividly against a background as black as the ocean
depths.

YOUR PLASTIC FOOTPRINT
By: RACHEL SALT | Paperback
ISBN: 9780228103103 | Price: $15.96
HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE | Theme(s): Environment, Activism
Though plastic has numerous benefits, our reliance on this sturdy, light and flexible material, paired with its
longevity and our changing consumer habits means we've created a real plastic problem. More than 8 million tons of
plastic waste escapes into our oceans every year, and plastic litter can be found on virtually every coastline.
Scientists have even found microplastics embedded in Arctic ice. Your Plastic Footprint educates readers about the
origins and scope of the plastic problem, helps them measure the scale of the problem on an individual level and
then offers solutions on how to rethink and reduce plastic use. Bursting with informative infographics and photos,
this book illuminates each individual's impact on this global issue. Here are just a couple of facts you'll find in this
book: Plastic's effect on the environment begins at its very origins, as fossil fuels in the ground. Over 3 million
barrels of oil are used each day in the production of plastic, and plastic will account for over 56 gigatons (billion
tons) of emissions between now and 2050. An average American will generate 786 kilograms (1,732.8 pounds) of
plastic waste just from clothing in their lifetime. That's equivalent to 5,249 polyester T-shirts or 19,650 2-liter soda
bottles. An average American shopper uses at least one plastic shopping bag per day. Over a lifetime, that shopper
will generate 128 kilograms (282.2 pounds) of plastic waste from bags alone. This problem, like plastic, is not going
away, and it is up to governments, corporations and individuals to make changes. Your Plastic Footprint is a mustread for every conscious consumer who is worried about the future of our planet and looking to reduce their plastic
footprint.
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OUTBREAKS & EPIDEMICS
By: MEERA SENTHILINGHAM | Paperback
ISBN: 9781785785634 | Price: $19.16
HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE
A journey through the history and science of epidemics and pandemics - from AIDS to Zika.

HT COOK - BUILDING BLOCKS & 100 SIMP
By: HUGH ACHESON | Paperback Canadian
ISBN: 9781984822307 | Price: $20.79
HIGH SCHOOL - THINGS TO DO
An empowering collection of delicious, practical recipes that will teach young adults and kitchen novices all the
skills they need to cook for themselves--from a James Beard Award-winning chef and author. Acclaimed chef, TV
star, and dedicated father Hugh Acheson taught his teenage daughters that cooking is an essential life skill. But he
also knew that people don't need to cook like a chef to feed themselves and their friends. Really, they only need to
learn a handful of skills to enjoy a lifetime of cooking. So, in How to Cook, Hugh distills the cooking lessons that
everyone should master into twenty-five basic building blocks: easy-to-grasp recipes that can turn anyone, young or
old, into a confident home cook. Each of these recipes teaches a fundamental skill, such as roasting or whisking
together a classic vinaigrette, and each stands alone as a stellar back-pocket basic. After laying the groundwork,
Hugh then offers recipes that expand on these foundations, whether it's remixing the flavors of one of the basic
recipes, or combining a couple of them, to show you how you can produce a lifetime's worth of dishes. This is the
book Hugh is going to give his kids as they head off to college, knowing that they'll be prepared to feed themselves
for the rest of their lives.
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